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Abstract. Model averaging is a good alternative to model selection, which can
deal with the uncertainty from model selection process and make full use of
the information from various candidate models. However, most of the exist-
ing model averaging criteria do not consider the influence of outliers on the
estimation procedures. The purpose of this paper is to develop a robust model
averaging approach based on the local outlier factor (LOF) algorithm which
can downweight the outliers in the covariates. Asymptotic optimality of the
proposed robust model averaging estimator is derived under some regularity
conditions. Further, we prove the consistency of the LOF-based weight esti-
mator tending to the theoretically optimal weight vector. Numerical studies
including Monte Carlo simulations and a real data example are provided to
illustrate our proposed methodology.
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1 Introduction

It is no doubt that model selection plays a major role in statistical analysis of
real data. In the past decades, there have been many research activities on this
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topic, and various criteria have been suggested, such as Akaike information cri-
terion (AIC) [1], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [27], and Mallows’s Cp [22].
However, the inference based on model selection ignores the uncertainty from
model selection process. Also, the final selected model could still miss important
variables, and consequently lead to poor performance [8, 23]. As an alternative
to model selection, model averaging combines estimators from various models
which can avoid the shortcomings with model selection. Inspired by [12, 14],
a number of literature about frequentist model averaging (FMA) have emerged.
A main focus of these literature is on finding optimal weights for computing the
model averaging estimators. Different from Bayesian model averaging [15], FMA
weights do not need to set a prior in advance, and are selected by data only.
In recent years, many model averaging criteria have been developed based on
different ideas. For instance, [3] presented two weighting schemes by smooth-
ing AIC (S-AIC) and BIC (S-BIC). [12] used the Mallows criterion to select the
optimal weights which can be denoted as Mallows model averaging (MMA),
and proved that MMA estimator is asymptotically optimal in the sense of min-
imizing the lowest possible squared error. [20] suggested an optimal weighting
scheme that minimizes the trace of an approximately unbiased estimator of the
mean squared error (MSE) matrix of the model averaging estimator. [13] pro-
posed a jackknife model averaging (JMA) estimator, where the weights are se-
lected by minimizing the well-known cross-validation criterion. [10] developed
a leave-subject-out cross-validation criterion to average time series models. [34]
applied a cross-validation model averaging approach to the prediction of a func-
tional response variable.

Note that the aforementioned model selection and averaging methods are
built on ordinary least squares or maximum likelihood, which can be badly influ-
enced by the outliers. To reduce the impact of outliers on the traditional model
selection and averaging approaches, many robust methods have been proposed.
For instance, [24] developed a robust version of the well-known Mallows’s Cp.
Based on a wide variety of loss functions including absolute and Huber’s loss
functions, [4] proposed a general robust Akaike-type criterion. [25] suggested
a robust model selection approach by using the fast and robust bootstrap. Un-
der high-dimensional regression setting, [18] developed a nonconcave penalized
M-estimation method which can perform parameter estimation and variable se-
lection simultaneously. For now, there have been a few literature on robust model
averaging. For mean regression, [32] developed an outlier-robust model averag-
ing approach by Mallows-type criterion, and [11] suggested an outlier-robust Sp-
type model averaging (SMA) procedure. In the case of quantile regression, [21]
developed a jackknife model averaging criterion when the number of parame-


